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Introduction

The modern world has experienced an increase in the

applications of mathematics to physical activity.

Many

physical conditions can be described in terms of partial
differential equations, which result in industrial appli

cations.

One such application deals with the problem of

imbedding metal bolts into a metal frame, achieving a se
cure fit.

The problem is in determining the factors which

affect the security of the seal.

There are two ways by which the bolt is secured.

The first involves heating the frame and inserting the

bolt snugly into it.

When the frame cools it contracts

tightly around the bolt.

The second involves cooling the

bolt and fitting it snugly into the frame.

Then a tight

seal forms when the bolt warms up to the temperature of

the frame.

The problem that the engineer faces is in

determining how hot or how cold the bolt should be in re

lation to the temperature of the frame.

This problem is

generally referred to as the problem of shrunken-fittings.

Both methods can be described mathematically with the use
of the heat equation.
The intent of this thesis is to indicate how this

problem can be solved mathematically.

Specifically it is

to create a mathematical model of the process of heat con

duction in the cylindrical coordinate system.

Included in

the study will be several basic requirements for the math
ematical model.

A description of the physical aspect of

v

VI
heat conduction will be introduced to derive the heat

equation.

The heat equation, in the Cartesian coordi

nate system, will be translated to the cylindrical coor
dinate system.

A look at the method of separation-of-

variables will show how it applies to the heat equation.

A compact review of Bessel function theory and its use in

the study of the Sturm-Liouville problem will be included
in this work.

This body of knowledge will be used to solve a par

ticular problem in heat conduction.

The problem will in

volve a rod of infinite length, made up of isotropic mate
rial, and initially at a constant temperature A.

Slipped

over the rod will be a sleeve of the same material and
length, but initially with a different constant tempera
ture B.

Also, at the outside boundary of the sleeve the

temperature will always be B.

What I intend to do is de

scribe the heat distribution of this system for anytime
forward of time zero.

To conclude the thesis I will dis

cuss briefly the limitations of this mathematical model.
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1) Physical Theory of Heat Conduction
a) Physical Description of Heat Conduction

The terms "hot” and "cold" are frequently used to de
scribe an object.

They allude to an object's temperature

in relation to the temperature of other objects.

When one

object, which differs from another object in hotness or
coldness, is placed in contact with that other object a

change takes place.

If we refer to one of the objects as

"hot" and the other as "cold," the change involved is the
transfer of heat from the hot object to the cold object.
This process is called heat conduction.

It should be not

ed that we can also talk about heat conduction in a single

object when its environment changes in temperature.

That

is, when we hold a metal rod at one end and heat the other
end, the entire rod will warm up due to the conduction of

heat from the hot end to the cold end.

The physical reason for this process of heat conduc

tion is as follows.

When something is hot, like the end

of a rod, the molecules that make up that something are

very active.

Their action brings them in contact with

other slower moving molecules.

When a collision of mole

cules takes place, the slow moving particle picks up speed

and therefore warms up.

This process continues through

the entire object until an equilibrium is reached.

Equi

librium can mean that the same temperature is throughout

the system containing the object(s) or that there is some
distribution of temperatures in the system.
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Through experimentation it has been found that if the

temperature difference between two objects or between an
object and its environment is not large, the rate of cool
ing or warming that occurs is proportional to the tempera
ture difference between the two objects or the object and

That is to says dAEcxAf or d/^--fcaT.
d"t
The letter k is the constant of proportionality. The minus
its environment.

sign describes the cooling effect on an object that has a

higher temperature than its environment or the object in
contact with it.

This, of course, also applies in reverse

order for the warming effect.

The name for the equation

above is Newton’s Law of Cooling.*
Heat in a system is the result of the temperature
changes in the system.

The term "heat" is applied to the

energy dispersed by something when it cools off.

The heat

given off is dissipated into the surroundings and therefore

the surroundings warm up.

To understand this process, we

can imagine a slab of material that has a particular area
and thickness.

During the process of heat transfer there

is a certain amount of heat that passes through that slab
from the hot face to the cold face.

Experiments have shown

that heat flow can be measured perpendicular to the slab
face and analyzed if we use small temperature differences

and small slab thicknesses.

The experiments tell us that

for a given area and length of time, the flow of heat is

proportional to the change in temperature over a certain
thickness of material.

means that

In terms of an equation, this

where ZiQ is the heat.

When we take
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the limit of the equation using a slab of thickness dx
and a temperature difference dT, we obtain

dt
dx
This equation

where k is the proportionality constant.

is the fundamental law of heat conduction, in which ir

d%

is called the temperature gradient and k is called the
thermal conductivity of the material.2

We considered a

small temperature difference because if it is small, k is
indeed a constant.

But in cases where work is done over

a large range of temperatures, k becomes a function of

several variables, including temperature.
This section has covered a short description of the
physical part of heat condiction.

Our next step is to

derive the heat equation for a solid so that we may look

at heat conduction more closely.

b) Derivation of the Heat Equation3

Consider a solid of any shape, with a certain tem
perature distribution at time t, made up of a material

that is isotropic: that is, the structure and properties

at any point in the solid are the same in any direction.
It is also necessary that we

assume that the properties in
volved are continuous through
out the solid.

This requirement

makes sure that we do not have
anomalies that would upset our
analysis.
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Let us consider a point P in the solid with a volume
V and a temperature distribution U(x,y,z,t), where t de
notes time.

There is a small face of area, ds, centered

about the point P.

It is through this face that heat flows

in a direction perpendicular to ds, namely in the direction
of n, the outward normal.

•

We will call this flow of heat

fn> the flux of heat, which can be derived according to the

formula f =-£&L .

Of course, dU

denotes the change of

heat distribution in the direction of the outward normal,

while K(x,y,z,u), with u signifying heat, is the thermal

conductivity of the solid.

To standardize this notion, we

can rely on the Cartesian coordinate system to give us

In order to go any further in our analysis, we will
assume that we have a fixed volume V.

Next we know that

there are three things which will contribute to the heat
distribution in the solid.

First we know there is a cer

tain amount of heat stored in the solid.

If we let p(x,y,

z,t,u) be the density of the material in the solid and

c(x,y,z,t,u) be the heat per unit mass of the solid, or the
specific heat, we can integrate over the volume and get the
heat contained in the solid.

pea

That is y

(heat stored in V).

da

v

Secondly, there is the amount of heat which flows in

to the solid.

We can integrate the flux of heat over the

surface of the solid as follows:

=(heat flow in-

to V), where the minus sign signifies that the flow is in
to the solid.
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Thirdly, it is possible that heat is generated in
the solid.

If we let A(x,y,z,t,u) be the rate of heat

production at any point, integration over the entire volume
will give us the total heat which is produced within the
solid. Therefore we havejjj^
dydz. =(heat produced in
v

V).

According to the laws of energy conservation, we
know that the change of heat stored in the solid must equal

the amount that flows into the solid plus the amount that
is produced in the solid.

fe(-fff
pcu
V

'

In other words,

= -ffacis + fffd cfo cK/ di.
.3
V'

This form is hard to work with, so we will try to
make some observations that will simplify the equation.

First of all, we stated above that we were using a fixed
volume.

Therefore the heat stored in the solid will only

vary with time and so we can say that
u

*

In the Cartesian coordinate system, we can define
the flux of heat at any point in terms of the unit vec

tors 1,3,1c, such that f=fxi+fyj+fz1c.

To obtain the flux

of heat in the direction of the normal n, all we must do is
take the dot product of the flux with the unit normal fn=

f*n ds.

Therefore our integral for heat flow into the
ds =ds .

solid becomes
5

Using Gauss’ integral

s

theorem, we can change the surface integral above to a

volume integral.
Gauss’ Integral Theorem: Let s be a piecewisesmooth bounding surface of a bounded, closed
volume V in D the domain.
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Then

ffv.ds =
5

l/,r V- n

and

<7/

where

V

oiii//v) - V- V =

dT-

+■ AXe + ^k. .
oy
o?

Since our solid follows these conditions, then jjt'in ds ~
ffV 5 " JTP1
17 = ffRW" Wv W) ^yd?,

Next we can show that
j/p*
V

dy 4. leads to

~ fp-hjs +•

= -fffv-? dx

h_(pe^ d-y. dy
</

V

+ £{£,4^ Jy cf^ • Of course, the volume of each inte
gral is the same; so we have
dy</?xO.

This is true for any volume because we used an arbitrary
volume at the start of our analysis.

If the integrand

was positive, or negative for that matter, the integra
tion would yield a volume of some magnitude other than
zero.

This contradicts our equation.

grand must equal zero.

Therefore the inte

That is to say,

~/)=O

t
t- '*k£s = /? . Using the definic3"t
y
&z
tion of 4? =-Kbd. and adding thef7*? to the right side, we
n
dn
,
get the following
" 5^
|y
or

This is a form of the equation that we can work with

and it applies to any volume.

There are some changes we

can make in the equation that will simplify it further.
First of all, for many applications of the equation, p and

c are not functions of t.

Therefore ^_(pcu.) - pC
.
at
Also K and A are generally functions of position only.
we can say that

by using the definition of the derivative, where

So

7

V2=^_ +
.
z?
Then because of the chain rule of differentiation we
know that

.

Joining these facts with the equa

tion we derived above, we obtain the form

The term K was defined to be the thermal conduc

tivity and when there are small temperature gradients,

Another change is

such as in our case, it is a constant.

found in A.

Since the scope of our problem does not in

clude internal production of heat we can eliminate A.

=k
t"
which is called the

These changes yield the following equation:
• where k=K/(pc)
thermal diffusivity.

This equation describes the distri

bution of temperature throughout a solid in terms of the
Cartesian coordinate system.
To complete the model of the physical heat equation,

we must know what the heat distribution was at the initial
time t=0.

This initial condition gives us a starting

place and it is denoted as follows

=

Uo •

Along

with the initial condition we need to know what is hap
pening at the boundaries at any time forward.

These con

ditions, called boundary conditions, can be in the form
of heat flow through the boundary or no heat flow through
the boundary, which is called insulation.

Heat flow at

the boundary can be described as a fixed temperature T

for t>0 or as some function of SAL , like convection.
an
Insulation at a boundary is written as
= 0 for t>0.
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This model that we have derived has been used to des

cribe the physical problem of heat conduction with much

success.

Therefore we are going to use it with the assu

rance that it will indeed work.

c) Transformation of the Heat Equation into the Cylin
drical Coordinate System

The heat equation derived in the last section is in
the Cartesian coordinate system.

To help facilitate the

solution of our problem, which is cylindrical in nature,
we will make a change of variables to the cylindrical sys£
tern. The variables used in this system

are r,©, and z, such that x=rcos©, y=
rsin© and z=z, which is defined for r

greater than zero.

The equation in the Cartesian
coordinate system is

K at
If we use the chain rule for derivatives and the fact that
the mixed second derivatives AlL and

are equal^, we

obtain the general format of the heat equation in cylin
drical coordinates.
I St u =
k at

That is to says
_l a w + i y u. + yy
r dr
rz

)

which is the equation we will use in our problem.

2) Method of Separation of Variables

The separation of variables technique has been

developed by mathematical physicists to obtain solutions
to partial differential equations, one of which is the
heat equation.

The technique involves the use of an

assumption that the solution can be written in terms of
the product of functions of a single variable each.

For

example, with U(x,t) the technique would assume that it

could be written U(x,t) = X(x)T(t).

The reason for the

use of this method is that many times it yields several
ordinary differential equations, which are easier to
solve.

In fact, for the heat distribution function in n

variables, the separation-of-variables technique may

yield n ordinary differential equations from the one

partial differential equation.

The equation we obtained in the last chapter was as
follows s

terms of four variables, r,0,z, and t.

We assume that

we can write U(r,0,z,t)= R(r)0(0)Z(z)T(t) and then try

to separate the partial differential equation of U into
four ordinary differential equations.?
Let U(r,0,z,t)= R(r)0(0)Z(z)T(t) or U= R0ZT for

short.

Then we know that ^L = R0ZT' where T’ = dl because

of properties of partial differentiation.
=R0’<ZT,
we can use.

=R"0ZT, sL^=R0Z"T, and

Also dW=R’©ZT,
be f ormerthat

Putting these new forms into the partial

differential equation, we arrive at the relation

9
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(l/k)R©ZT’= R"6ZT + (l/r)R’©ZT + (l/r2)R©-ZT + R©Z"T.

The next step is to divide the equation by R6ZT to get
(l/k)(T’/T) = (l/R©Z)(R"©Z

+ (l/r)R'©Z + (l/r2)R©"Z).

We can see that the left side of the equation is in terms

of T only and the right side is in terms of R,6, and Z
only.

Therefore if we took the derivative of both sides

with respect to T we would get

O

because the

right side of the equation was free of T. Then we can
say that "T” * equals some constant. This constant, c1 , is
called the separation constant such that

= C.t .

Next we know that from the division of R6ZT and the

separation constant c^ that we arrive at a new form of
the equation.

That is c^= R"/R + R’/rR + ©"/r2© + Z"/Z.

Now by subtraction we can obtain Z’’/Z= c^ -(R"/R + R’/rR

+ ©"/r^©).

Since Z is isolated, we may assign another

separation constant, eg. such that Z"/Z= 03.
We have finally broken the original equation down to

an equation of two variables, namely c2= cA -R"/R-R’/rR
-©"/r2©, an equation of just R and ©.

The next step is

to multiply by (~rx) and then subtract terms to isolate 6.
We obtain ©"/© =-r2R"/R -rR’/R +r2(cx-ci).

Therefore

there is one more separation constant, c^ , because the

left side is a function of © only and the right side is a

function of R only.

This result gives us ©"/© =c3and -

r2(cx-Ci) -r*R"/R -rR’/R= c3 .

Through the technique of the method of separation
of variables, we have broken down the heat equation into
four ordinary differential equations.

They are as follows

11
T’-c1kT=O, Z"-czZ=O, 0"-c^0=O and r*R”+rR*-R(r*(c,-ct)-c3)=0

Now that the equations are ordinary differential equations,
we can use some of the techniques available to solve these
first and second order linear differential equations.

3) Bessel Function Theory

a) Derivation of the Bessel Function

When we used the separation of variables technique

in the last chapter, we obtained four ordinary differen

tial equations.

One of these equations, namely the equa

tion in terms of R, was of the form R"+(l/r)R'+(??•-/<//rz')R=0.

With a few changes we can translate this equation into one

more useful to the purpose of this study.

Let x=Ar, then

Using the chain rule for derivatives,

R(r)=R(x/?J=y(x).

the equation above is transformed into Azy" + ( 7C/x)y’ +

(A* -

)y=0.

When we divide by Az we get the form

y" + ( l/x)y’+ (l-Xyxi)y=0, which is called a Bessel differ

ential equation of order/4.

A typical solution used for the Bessel differential
oo
equation is a power series solution of the form y/xJ-^L^nZ .

a

There are certain rules governing this type of solution.
A theorem designated for this process reads as follows.

Theorem: Let y"+Pi(x)y'+po(x)y=0 have coef
ficients p_l(x) and po(x) which can be expanded
in a power series for |x|<r. Then every
solution, y, can be expanded in a power series
for |x|<r.^

Therefore, if we can expand po(x) and pA(x) in a power

series for |x,<r. where r is some radius greater than
zero, we can get every solution of the equation in terms
of a power series.

A problem arises when we look at

p1(x)=l/x and p0(x) = l-X//x .

As we can see, a power series

cannot be expanded about either pl2(x) or p£(x) for any
12
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radius of r, because ix|<r includes zero, which is an
undefined quantity in both functions.
The problem encountered above may suggest that we

cannot find a power series solution to the Bessel dif

ferential equation.

However this is not the case because

there is a theorem called Frobenius' Theorem, which will

help us.

It states the following.
Theorem I: Let xp^(x) and xzpo(x) have power
series expansions valid for |x(<r. Then the
equation y"+pi(x)y’+po(x)y=d has a solution of
the form
2?
/a) X
.
°
7
n-o
}
also valid for |xj<r, where s is a constant.

Using this theorem and our po(x) and p^(x), we get xpi(x)=l

and xzpo (x)=xz-X2.

We can see that the power series can be

found valid for any x.

Therefore we can proceed with the

00

assumption that y(x)=5~is a form of the solution.
n=o
The equation we are working with, once again, is
t
t (X*-/<*•) y = o .
dif
to
Since the solution is of the form y(x) =

then

and
=
+
.
a%n-°
By placing y and its first two derivatives into the equaX2 2_ Ct„
-t- x!_Qn<5+n)X!i+’1''
tion, we get
(1=0
H=C
. sm
•+ ZX-Ax')^~
= O. To consolidate the summation of
terms within one summation sign, we must find the first
two terms of each of the first three sums.

In doing so,

we obtain the following results ao(s(s-l )+s-/tz)xs+
CX3

ax( (s+1 )s+(s+l )-/X)xs+'-h^{( (s+n) (s+n-1 ) + (s+n)-xX)an+a,v.2)x’^) =0 .
n-x
Therefore we have the relations ap(s(s-l J+s-x^Jx^O,

a2 ((s+1 )s+(s+l)-xi^jx^' =0

and (((s+n) (s+n-1 ) + (s+n)-#)a^- a^Jx^O.
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For this to be true, we must say that

for n=l,2,...

cannot equal zero or it would be a trivial solution.

We

also know, from Frobenius' theorem, that ao^0.

The first relation in the paragraph above is called
the indicial equation and in the reduced form of ajs^-s+s-l?)
it yields the roots s=A and s=-A«

=ajs*
2-^1)

The third

relation can be reduced to (sz+sn-s+ns+n2'-n+s+n-Az)an=-an.2_
— $<1—2.
or
;--------- 77-------- 1 for n=2,3,... which is called the re-

This formula can be used to determine all

cursion formula.

of the coefficients, ah, of the solution.

If we first consider the root s=Z(, the recursion for
mula gives us

therefore, 41} =

The even coefficients are,

*

-I

-1

•I

2(2u+2)

-

or in general,

1----- 7^2k-2..

4-^++) Qz~
The odd coefficients

are as follows

—zJ—but we must get a, from the
3 (2au-3)3
second equation a (((s+1 )s+(s+l )-/?)=0 . In reduced form we

obtain a, ((s+1 )z - Ziz)=O and since s=x we get a,(2A+l)=0.

For this to be possible, either/(=-l/2 or a,=0.

going to need Bessel functions of order
therefore we will ignore that case.

We are

not equal to -l/2j

Then with a,=0, all odd

coefficients, which depend upon a,, go to zero.
We found that

-/
2\ao-K-iVk~')

c<2k-4-

-----1----- rQiK-z.» which leads to Q2K_2-

Z_

r\

(K 1

_

v-a 2K-6 1 If this

Z^Ck-^CM+k-z)

process was continued, we would obtain the form
Z-|)K Go

a

2zr kl(Cu-t-i)• • '(44+K)
For the sake of convenience, it is a common practice to
___ I____ 11
Therefore
standardize the solutions with

a,
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we obtain a form of the coefficients for s=/4.
say,

2K

~ —
----2>*t•«-o- •-

That is to

+■k))

The Gamma function Rn) is written as follows P/'n)
<?
It can be integrated by parts to yield the formula (7^)=

Then we

.

(n-pPfn-f) and if n is an integer P^n) = (n-l)!,

know that Uti) P(/<+-1) = P<A+1^ and (jx tZ.'jPf/U t-z'j - (a + 3) .

If

we continue this operation several times we will obtain a
new gamma function which, when placed into the coefficient

formula will yield aiK .

'

Now we have a solution y(x) for the root s=x4.

It is

written as follows using the new coefficient formula and
n=2k to gather just the even coefficients:

»

K-

@ i1 *>

*>

This solution y(x) is usually written in the form y(x) =J^(x)

which is called the Bessel function of order

ja.

For the Bessel function to work as a solution to the
Bessel differential equation it is required that we test
its convergence.

That is, P in question.

|

To do so we will use the ratio test.13

| is tested with UK being the function

If P is greater than one, the function diver

ges and if it is less than one, it converges.

equal to one we must try another test.
A/ f- X K tand
_____________
(k + OJ
« +■!')
Then
Auvi r~~TT

obtain P _

Let

When P is
—-- -— ------

P = JUw.

------- z^Tfa. After some cancellation we

Q/. We found previously that

U kr !
Uk.
P(fl)z
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4^+ ') (iUt K + l
I4-!

K - > 00

I

(Kt-

) I

We can

’

1)

= 0 , which

means that JXA(x) converges everywhere regardless of its
order.
Considering the second root of the indicial equation,
s=-A, we must look at the recursion formula again.

Since

s=-//, then an= —J---- - d where n>2, and a , ((s+1 )z -A1)=0,
n run-2a)
which becomes a,(l-2/i)=0. The recursion formula runs into
difficulties when A is of the form of an integer divided

by two.

We must note here that an even integer divided by

two is an integer and an odd integer divided by two is

called a half-integer.

The problem, obviously, is that an

is undefined for this kind of A-

Therefore we will first

consider the case where A is not an integer or a halfinteger.

Because of this assumption, a,=0 and all the odd

coefficients, which depend on a,, are zero.

The only dif

ference in the coefficient formula is that we use

stead of/{.

in

Hence, the solution is different only in the

fact that we have -/(.

That is to say that the solution is

and it can be shown to converge for all x.

The two solu

tions are linearly independent because neither one is a
multiple of the other.

Therefore the total solution of

the Bessel differential equation for A. assuming that A is

not an integer or a half-integer, is y(x)=A, Ja(x)+A2. J.A(x).

There is, however, a theorem that can be used to help
us analyze the problem where a is an integer or a half

integer.

The theorem is as follows.
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Theorem II» When the roots p, and pz of the
indicial equation are distinct and do not
differ by an integer, the method of Theorem
I yields two linearly independent solutions.
If the roots differ by an integer, a second
solution can be found by assuming that
= <2 xfr)

where y,(x) is the solution given by Theo
rem I for the root p=pi•

According to this theorem, we see that when# is an inte
ger or a half-integer, the difference between the roots
pt=# and pi=-# is always going to be an integer.

There

fore the second solution is going to be of the form

We have come up with two solutions for the Bessel

differential equation of the form y, (x)=A, Ja(x)+AzJ,u(x) =
A
H)*
__
f\ V
P ''**

and y/x) - C yfa)Jh>v($ tzE.%

.

When we first started

work on the Bessel differential equation, we made the sub
stitution x=Ar.

Therefore the solutions to the Bessel dif

ferential equation are R, (r)=A, JA (Ar

(/r)

and

0=0

b) Derivative and Integration Formula of the Bessel

Function

In the last section we derived the Bessel function

of order A such that
For#=n, where n is an integer, we will develop the deri
vative and the integration formula.

We will find that

these two developments will assist us in the analysis of
Bessel functions.

18

First of all, from previous knowledge of the Gamma

function, we can say

/

when n is an integer.

This leads to a modified version of the Bessel function:
X \v\-bzk
Because the sum is in terms of
2
3 KJ
KH
k, we can factor out the term ( jr)

with x'" to yield

an(* multiply the result

A n

---------MM!
The reason we multiplied the Bessel function by x -n" is
K= o

that it gives us an easier form to differentiate.

In

doing so the derivative form is

(x 1K-<
J_5”
z"
k> 6i+ K) 1
M. (n-t-fOJ
The first term of the expression for X-*1is
Therefore, when the derivative is taken, this term goes

to zero and our new sum runs from one to infinity. That
is,
= zn S?
We can rede(R-C!(A+K)/
6/y
fine this with j=k-l so that
_ r-"/%\n5e_
,ei)> ,___ /z
= -X"
i'.fntH-SV. ( 2 )
2)s-o 5! (k+- S-t- 0?
This, of course, looks familiar. So with the use of our

original definition for a Bessel function, the derivative
form is

sLfr"

dx x

= -%_n Ux) .

A similar method can be used to get the other deri

15

Of course,
dr
if we integrate this expression from zero to some radius

vative form

=

r, we obtain the integration formula, namely:

%nJn_/x)dx-

Use will be made of this
formula later.

2j+
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c) The Sturm-Liouville Problem

Many times, when using the separation-of-variables

technique, we come across a homogeneous equation of the
form

X"(x) + R(x)X’(x) + (Q(x) +AP(x))X(x) = 0 with the

boundary conditions
bzX'(b) = 0.

a, X(a) + a2X’(a) = 0

and

bzX(b) +

This is called a Sturm-Liouville problem

over the interval from a to b.^
Multiplying the Sturm-Liouville equation by the inte
grating factor
= e.X p £
dzj
, yields dL^r66clX
+

*P^JX ~ Q

.It has been found that

there exist many solutions of that equation that depend
on certain values of the variable

A.

These values, namely

A: for i=l,2,..., are called eigenvalues and each

has a

solution X}(x) identified with it, which is called an
eigenfunction.

Each eigenfunction, by way of definition,

is a solution to the linear homogeneous differential equa

tion used in the Sturm-Liouville problem.

The principle

of superposition states that if the functions X,,X2,...,Xn

are solutions of that homogeneous equation, the sum X=c, X,
+c2Xi+’••+cnXn is a solution.1?

Also if each X^ is a so

lution of some linear homogeneous boundary condition, the

sum of Xj’s is a solution of that boundary condition.
This property will allow us to include all the solutions
in our final analysis.

Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are important in the
study of Bessel functions because they lead to the impor
tant concept of orthogonality, which we will develop here.
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There are several things we must require in order to de

The functions p(x) , q(x), r(x) and

velop orthogonality.

r’(x) must be real valued and continuous on the closed

interval from a to b .

We must have p(x) and r(x) greater

than zero over the open interval, as well as the condition
that the constants a,,b, ,az,bz are real valued and inde

pendent of
If we have two eigenvalues,

and

, and their cor

responding eigenfunctions, Xn and XM, of the Sturm-Liouville

equation, we know the following! (rX’n)'+ (q+/np)Xn=0 and

(rX^)'+(q+ ^p)X =0.

When we multiply the first equation

by X^ and the second by Xn, and take the difference of the

two, we obtain (rXjJ ’ X„+/)„pXn XM-(rXJ,) * XA- ^p^Xn =0 .

Byre

moving the function p to the right side of the equation,
the form (rX^ ) ’XM-(rX’^ ) ’Xn=(?lM- /^JpX^X,, is obtained.

If

we reverse the chain rule of the derivative, we can show
that
^rXM) Xn^j-- fr Xw )

If we were to integrate this expression in terms of
dx, over the interval from a to b ,, we have r

p

.

rb

XM ~ X^ XHJ

=

j (A
P X w, Xu ~
Ah) i p X(n Xn ,
4
'
"a
Applying the first boundary condition to the eigenfunctions
X,.,, and Xn, we obtain a system of equations a,X6(a)+a2X’n(a)=0

and a,X^(a)+a2X^(a)=0.

In order for there to be a non

trivial solution for a, and a1( the coefficient determinant

must be zero.

That is to say (Xf\(a)XM(a)-X’m(a)X^(a) )=0.

We can also show that this is true for the boundary condi

tion at b.

Therefore when we evaluate the left hand side

of the equation above, we obtain r(b)(X'n (b)XM(b)-X^(b)Xn(b))

21
-r(a) (XJ1(a)X,n(a)-XlJA(a)X)4(a)) , which, of course, equals

zero.

This leaves the form

fpXr,

x 0 .

u
Since we assumed that Am and /k4 were two different eigen
values, we must have

fpX«

* O .

This describes

the orthogonality of two eigenfunctions with respect to
what is called the weight function p.

There are other

cases where the orthogonality holds.

When r(a) or r(b)

equal zero, the corresponding boundary conditions are drop
ped, yielding a single-bounded Sturm-Liouville problem.
Also when r(a)=r(b) and there are periodic boundaries X(a) =
X(b) and X'(a)=X’(b), then r(a) det (a)=r(b) det (b), and

so orthogonality holds.

As we will see later, the ortho

gonality of eigenfunctions is an important concept in the
analysis of Bessel functions.

d) Orthogonal Sets of Functions1®

It is often useful to describe functions as vectors.

This enables applying the properties we know about vectors

to functions.

Assuming we know what a vector space is,

we can describe anything in the space in terms of a family
of vectors that span the space.jt is customary to work
with a group of perpendicular vectors because they can des

cribe any other vectors in the space.

This property of

vectors being perpendicular is called the orthogonality of
vectors.

If two vectors V,(x) and V2(x) are orthogonal,

they satisfy the inner product relation

/ V/T) 14

dy -

O

•

(vm

}-

It is important to note that the
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units of measurement on the axes may be different.

There

fore we must introduce a function p(x)20, called the weight
function, that will insure orthogonality.

relation

I

I//?1)

dy

= O

The resulting

is the orthogo-

nality of V, and Vz with respect to the weight function
p(x), which can be a constant, as it is above.
It is customary to use unit vectors because all vectors

can be described as a scalar multiple of some unit vector.
Since a vector has magnitude and direction, we can obtain

a unit vector in any direction by dividing the vector by

its magnitude.

The magnitude of a vector is called the norm

of the vector and it is described as follows.

The norm of

a vector V is written ll V U , and it is defined by the re-

lation

II V (| ~

y

•

Therefore the unit vector V

is defined in a form such that V=V/^V|| .

It is important

to note that the inner product of an orthogonal unit vector

with itself is one? that is, ( 1/, 1/) x I

(v)

~

When we group these orthogonal unit vectors together,

we obtain a set which is called an orthonormal set,

It is with this set that we can describe functions in our
vector space.

e) Fourier Series

?0

If we have an orthonormal set

on some interval

(a,b), every vector in the space defined by that set can

be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors

.

Therefore if we have some function f(x), there is a chance
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that it can be expressed as a linear combination of the
vectors

.

This form of the function, f (x)=c

can frequently be written as an infinite series.

+ • • • +crt 0
If this

series representation of f(x) converges, we may use some

properties of vectors to obtain the constants c„.

By multiplying the function, f(x), by some orthogonal
vector,

ci

, from the orthonormal set, we obtain #Kf(x) =

+ ‘ ’ * » which, when integrated over the inter-

val (a,b), yields

i <2>

= Z.. »

This relation will give us the constants because it is a
representation of the orthogonality property f
d? =
•E
O
Therefore / d>
» which indeed
h\- K. '
are the required constants, and which are called the
Fourier constants for the function f(x).

tion f(x) can be written

Hence the func

2Z C'n

= zEL
Ml
K= /
This, of course, is provided that the orthonormal set is

appropriate for the function, f(x).

That is to say, we do

not want the f(x) to be orthogonal to each of the vectors
from the orthonormal set.

Also, we want the function and

the orthonormal set to describe the same space.

A very important consideration in describing a func

tion in terms of an orthonormal set is the activity of the
function itself.

So far we have assumed that the function

is continuous on the interval Qa,bJ .

There is another fam

ily of functions, though, which can be described as a lin
ear combination of some orthonormal set.

That family is
21
the group of sectionally continuous functions.
A func
tion on an interval [a,b], such that it has a finite num-

2^
ber of jump-discontinuities, x,,xz,...xh, can be broken
into smaller intervals of the form (a.x,), (x,,xz),...»

(xA.( ,x„), (xn ,b).

Then the function is continuous on each

interval (x^ , x?+1).

The end points of each interval, x?‘

where i=l,2,...n, are not defined by the function.

But

as long as there is a limit to the function, when approach

ing the end points from within the interval, the function
is called a sectionally continuous function.

If the func

tion and its first derivative are sectionally continuous

over an interval, we can describe it in terms of the ortho
normal set, with the value of the representation converging

to (l/2)(f(x;-0)+f(x;+0)) at jump-discontinuities, xj.22

f) Orthonormal Families and Fourier-Bessel Series

In considering the single-bounded Sturm-Liouville
equation, on the interval (o,c) with A2 as the eigenvalue
parameter instead of A , p(x)=r(x)=x and q(x)=-nz/x, we get

the relation (xX' )' + (A2 x-nVx)X=O .

According to the con

ditions placed on the equation, this resembles the Bessel

differential equation with Jn(Ax) as a solution.

If we

multiply by the integrating factor 2xX’, we get the equa

tion 2xX' (xX* )+2( A1 x2 -n2- )XX' =0 , which can also be written
in the form

X'f+-(aV’\2) - O .

Multiplying the equation by the differential dx, we

can integrate the result over the interval (0,c):

fd rt2)

.

ATj =

This process can be completed by

ordinary procedures and by using integration by parts where

25

it is needed. When we have completed the integration, we
will get the relation
X3* + (A*/*]l =• 2A /\
.
It can be seen that the left hand side of the equation
The solution of the differen
=
tial equation is Jn(/,x) where 4 (3a (A4 "
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7\3n(XZ). Therefore we have (c^JA (c/\) j1' + (A2 cx -nL ) (Jn (Ac) )z =

evaluated at zero is zero.

Looking back at the definition of the norm, we can see

that the left side of the equation is the square of the
formula for the norm of Jn(Ax).

Since we know / has many-

eigenvalues, 3; where 3=1,2........... then J\(2jx) are the eigen
functions of the Sturm-Liouville problem.

The boundary condition for this simple-bounded Sturm-

Liouville problem is a,X(c)+azX'(c)=0.

We said that X(x)=

Jn(Ax), which leads to the new condition a,
or a,Jrt(Ac) +a2A

(Ac )=0.

or a,,a2 not equal to zero.

(ac )+az ( Jw(ac )) ’ =0

Of course we could have a,=0, az=0

If a, and az are not zero then

the eigenvalues, A j , are the positive roots of the equation

a,

(Ac)+a27

(?\c)=0.

For the case where az=0, the condi

tion is JV)(Ac)=O, where the eigenvalues are the positive

roots of the equation.

that J^(Ac)=O.

When a,=0, we have the condition

Then the eigenvalues, Aj , are the positive

roots of the equation J^(ac)=O.

We must note that the neg

ative roots in all the cases yield the eigenfunction corres
ponding to the positive root times a constant.^3

The first case above gives us the relation a,JA(Ac) +
azA J A (Ac )=0.

follows»

Hence the corresponding norm formula is as

If 3A ft;c)ip = ( A|C

t'
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In the second case we know that the eigenvalues are the
positive roots of the equation J^(Xc)=O.

The formula we

obtained for the square of the norm here is ||

(j -

C
z.

In a previous section we determined the derivative for
mula
J Ax*
) ~
7)
, which can be

reduced to the relation J’A (x)=(n/x) J^(x)-Jh+, (x).

Since

JA(/\jC)=O, the relation gives us a new way to determine

the norm.

That is to say, the norm is of the form

h.Mif * ¥ (X, mV

■

The thira case is similar to the

first case because it has the same formula for the norm as

the first case, except that a,=0.
Now that we have the formulas for the norms, we can

create an orthonormal set of the Bessel functions.

This

is necessary so that we can define some function in terms
of the Bessel functions.

It is common to signify normal

ized eigenfunctions with the symbol

Therefore with

what we know about normalization of a vector, the set of
normalized eigenfunctions is

X)/l|

where j=l,2,... and n is the order of the Bessel function.
According to the information from the section on the Sturm-

Liouville problem, the orthonormal set, ? 0^ (x)\ obeys the
relation J %
f
k
•
We know that since

, as they are defined are ortho

gonal, they can represent a properly characterized function

on the interval (0,c).

From our knowledge of Fourier

series, we know that the correct function, f(x), can be

represented by a linear combination of the members of the
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orthonormal set.

That is,

<ft,J fr)
■i-1
J rc
where the constants are of the form Cr: =
''O

The orthonormal functions have been defined as
leading to a new form of the constants

C ' = fX
dr
or (2n\ 5
(tl.y.T'iOt/
because the norm yields a constant.
tion can be written as

~ zEZ

J_ _

Therefore the func

?-*. - EiA-

/y

The first and third case of functions were those in

which the eigenvalues are the positive roots of the equa
tion a, Jh (/\c)+a.,/\ J^(Xc)=0.

After applying the formula of

the norm, the constants have the form
2/li

X X/Xj %')47x) A/

Of course in case three, a,=0, and the constant formula
is changed accordingly.

The second case of functions we

have are those in which the eigenvalues are the positive

roots of the equation J„A(Xc)=O.

For this, then, the con

stants are of the form

It has been found that the representation of a func
tion, which conforms to specifications, will indeed con

verge.

This form of solution, called a Fourier-Bessel

series representation of the function f(x), will be used
to solve a problem in heat conduction.

M-) Solution of the Selected Problem

a) Definition of the Problem

The problem I have chosen is a heat distribution

The problem consists

problem in the cylindrical system.

of a solid rod of infinite length made up of some iso
tropic material.

Slipped over this rod is a sleeve of

infinite length made up of the same material.

The rod

has a radius of one, while the sleeve has an inner ra

dius of one and an outer radius of two.

The initial tem

B is the initial temperature of

perature of the rod is A.

the sleeve and also the temperature at the outer boundary
of the sleeve.

A and B, in this problem, are constants.

The heat equation for the cylindrical system is

+. _L

_L M

+ O- .

K dt
Sr2
r ar
r2Since I have chosen to do a problem with cylinders of in
finite length, I can eliminate z from the heat distribu

tion.

The parameter 0 can also be eliminated because of
Therefore the

symmetry, yielding a distribution, U(r,t).

+' r

heat equation is reduced to J-

*

b) General Solution

The problem I have solved has the following equation

and conditions j

J-

+ 1 bW

=.

r

t >0

Ufetl = B
C8 ,
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o < r < l ,t>0

r I
14
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In order to use the methods that I have described
in previous sections, I have to have a homogeneous bound

ary condition.

Therefore I will use a technique that is

commonly used to change a non-homogeneous boundary condioh,
tion to a homogeneous one.
The heat distribution U(r,t)

can be described as the sum of a transient solution, V(r,t),
and a steady state solution, W(r).

That is, U(r,t)=V(r,t)+

W(r), which means that U can be described in terms of V and

W in the heat equation. First of all YLl r — — l_ ^Q+-u/>
e U/)
r
6r*
The
relation
thus
r
hr
k
dt
+ S w \ s / / a/ f
tv \
+ ST?
(yr + ST)
Grouping like terms and using the fact that
yields
two equations s

+ "r

~ "K Xt

and

+ r"

*

Looking at the steady state solution, W, the heat

equation is

r

y Tr” ~

or W" + (l/r)W’=O.

I

can solve this by using a reduction of order technique.

That is, I will let S=W’.

Then the equation becomes S’+

(l/r)S=O, which has the solution S=(ci/r), where c, is a
constant.

With the substitution replaced, I know that

W’(r)=(ci/r) and therefore W(r)=c,ln(r)+cz, where c, and
cz are constants.

The object of solving this problem is

to get a solution which is valid at all places in the cyl
inder.

Since the logarithm function is undefined at zero,

c, must be zero, leaving W(r)=Cz..

I also know that the

function, W, must conform to the boundary condition; there
fore, W(2)=B or cz=B.

The transient solution, V(r,t), has the heat equation

t -L
«
r ar

4 ->£
at

.. The function V can
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be described in terms of U and W, such that V(r,t)=U(r,t)-

Therefore the initial condition of V becomes V(r,0)=
4
f6 1
U(r,0)-W(r)=f(r)-W(r) , where
~£ b
I6r6 2.
• The
W(r).

boundary condition of V becomes V(2, t)=U(2,t)-W(2)=B-B=0,
which is a homogeneous boundary condition.^-5

solve this

equation I will use the method of separation of variables.

•

I can let V(r,t)=R(r)T(t), which leads to R"(r)T(t) +
(l/r)R*(r)T(t)=(l/k)R(r)T’(t).

This relation can be sepa

rated into two ordinary differential equations with the

separation constant s, R”(r)+(l/r)R’(r)-sR(r)=0 and T’(t)-

ksT(t)=O.

To solve the equation of T, there are three cases,
s=0, s>0 and s<0.

The first case s=0 gives the equation

T’(t)=O, which means T(t)=c, where c is a constant.

For

s>0 the equation becomes T’ (t)-k 7\2T(t)=0 , where s=/^.
This equation has the solution T( t )=c3 exp(k7\zt), where k

and c3 are constants.

The positive exponential function

is not bounded above; therefore s cannot be greater than
zero.

The final case is for s<0, which can be written as

s=-Z2, which yields the equation T’ (t)+k?i2T(t)=0.

This

equation has the solution T(t)=c4exp(-kAzt).
The equation in terms of R is as follows: R"(r)+

(l/r)R’(r)-sR(r)=0.

There are two possibilities for s,

due to what I found when solving the T equation: namely,

s=0 and s<0.

When s=0 the equation becomes R"(r)+(l/r)R'(r)=0

with the solution R(r)=b, ln(r)+bz.

The behavior of the

logarithm function dictates the form R(r)=bz.

The second

case, s<0, gives me the equation R"(r) + (l/r)R' (r ) + A2'R(r)=0.
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From Bessel function theory I know that this equation

has the solution Jo(Ar).

The boundary condition on the

function V, is such that V(2,t)=R(2)T(t)=0.

Since T is

not zero for all t, the eigenvalues for R must be the solu
tions of the equation R(2).

That is to say, the eigen

values, Aj , are the positive roots of the equation Jo(2A)=0,
The eigenfunctions for R(r) and T(t) are Jo(Ajr) and
expC-kAj t) respectively.

For the case s=0, I obtained the solutions T(t)=c

and R(r)=b2, which leads to V(r,t)=cb2.

This case can be

dropped because it is the steady state solution, which is

already taken care of in the function W(r).

When s<0 the

solutions are T(t)=c4exp(-k A* t) and R(r)=Jo(Ajr) or V(r,t) =

R(r)T( t)=Jo ( A;r )exp(-k Aj t).

The solution V is a linear

combination of the eigenfunctions, therefore each eigen

function, Vj , has a constant, cj , identified with it.

That

JL(Ajr) exp(-K
-t )
. From the
j*1
theory of Fourier-Bessel series, I know that the constants
I
rz
are of the form C] =
z.Ajyf' J r
^r-

is,

The function ft(r), which is the initial condition
r* '
4 V~ I
of V, was described to be f(r)-W(r), where
g’ i^r^2_

and W(r)=B.
fr To<7»i

Therefore the integral can be expressed as
- B)4r= fr
- B) dr +-b) dr.

The original integral thus becomes

I

dr .

The integration formula for the Bessel function gives me

This leads to the new
(A- B1)
X(
formula for the constants! namely, Oj •)]* *

the value

(A - B) JT»

•

which means the solution is of the form Vff t)

-
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XMjrkxp (- k Al t).

i

I described the heat distribution over the cylinder
of radius two to be U(r,t)=W(r)+V(r,t).

Therefore the

heat distribution of my problem is as follows:

where the eigenvalues, A] , are the positive roots of the

equation J<1(2A)=0.

This type of representation has been

used often in mathematical physics.

Since it is conver

gent over the interval I have used, I am assured that it
describes my problem well.

The zeros, ,xj where j=l,2,..., of the Bessel function

of order zero are defined to be such that Jo(^;)=0.

These

zeros have been obtained by numerical methods of approxi
mation on a computer.

The following is a list of the

first twenty zeros of the Bessel function of order zero. °
(Xj

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Jo (iX-i )

2.404&2 55577
5-52007 81103
8.65372 79129
11.7915344391
14.93091 77086
18.07106 39679
21.21163 66299
24.35247 15308
27.49347 91320
30.63460 64684
33-77582 02136
36.91709 83537
40.05842 57646
43.19979 17132
46.34118 83717
49.48260 98974
52.62405 18411
55.76551 07550
58.90698 39261
62.04846 91902

I know that the eigenvalues of my problem can be obtained
from the table because 2?v s=c<j.
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The solution I obtained is sufficiently general to
enable describing many problems of a similar nature.

To

solve a certain problem, only the material of the rod and
sleeve and the temperatures A and B need to be defined.

In this way, the effect of an unstable heat distribution
in a cylindrical solid of a particular material can be
studied.

I

5) Extensions of the Model

The model I used to solve my problem is normally con
sidered a representation of the problem of shrunken-fit

tings .

That is, generally the rod signifies a rivet, and

the sleeve represents the surrounding piece of apparatus
which will receive the rivet.

In this procedure the tem

perature of the rod is much lower than the sleeve.

Then

the cooled rod is slipped into the sleeve with very little

room to spare.

When the rod warms up it creates a tight

seal with the sleeve, one which cannot be loosened.

Below

are illustrated some of the assumptions used to form the

mathematical model along with changes which can be made to
extend and refine the application of this model.

An assumption was made involving the use of an infi
nite cylindrical system.

This supposition led to a solu

tion with two variables, r and t.

Indeed, most of the

time the physical problem is in a finite system.

There

fore I would have to include 0 and z in my work.

This

yields four ordinary differential equations, as described
in an earlier section.

The solution to this type of prob

lem would be much more involved, but it does give a better

approximation to the situation.
The second assumption used referred to the thermal

conductivity, k, and it was in two parts.

The first part

required that the temperature difference between the rod
and the sleeve be small.

This may not always be the case.

Therefore a more general solution would involve k as a
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function of different values over the range of tempera

tures in the problem.

The second part of this assump

tion involved the use of similar material in the rod and

sleeve.

Therefore, the solution of the problem of mate

rials of different k's would involve separate solutions

to each with a joining condition used at the common boun•

dary.
The state of the materials was a third assumption

It was necessary to solve a problem involving

used.

solids, but the physical problem might involve a heat gradi
ent that would melt one of the solids.

This would create

many problems that couldn’t be handled by the methods used.
Therefore the analysis would have to be extended to include

this possibility.
A final assumption made was to solve only the problem

of heat conduction.

There are two other modes of heat

transfer that can be studied: namely, convection and radi

ation.

Convection occurs when air or liquid is passed

over an object and heat is acquired by either the object or
the liquid.

Radiation of heat is a process of heat emana

ting from a hot body into the surroundings.

Therefore to

form a better solution of the physical problem, these fac

tors, in the form of boundary conditions, might make a con
tribution to this analysis.

In conclusion, this study is not complete because it

doesn't include all possible cases.

The background mate

rial needed to explore the mathematical physics problem

chosen is complete.

Many of the references used contain

material on the other types of problems mentioned above.

Therefore, anyone interested in these problems should con
suit this list of books on the subject of mathematical

physics.
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